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Atrasta Prarasta Dalis

Įvadas 1653 metų S. Dadlerio medalis vaizduoja Radvilų pilį simetriškai, kaip penkių
triaukščių paviljonų kompleksą jungiamą keturiais dviaukščiais sparnais. Nors pilies galutinė
forma buvo skelbiama tokiuose objektuose, kaip šis medalis- pietinis paviljono galutinis
planas niekada nebuvo įvykdytas. Kadangi pilies kompleksas nebaigtas, mūsų pasiūlyme
galima įžvelgti galimybes atrasti “prarastą” arba “trūkstamą” pilies dalį. Mus motyvuoja
architektūrinis tikslas: sujungti šiaurinį paviljoną su pietiniu dvejais šiuolaikiniais sparnais,
kurie užbaigtų pilies “U-formą.” Šis siūlymas sukuria daugybę naujų ryšių tarp muziejaus su
miestu, jo lankytojais, ir pačiu savimi.

Introduction S. Dadler’s 1653 medal renders the Radvila Palace as a symmetrical complex of
five three-storey pavilions connected by four two-storey wings. While an image of the
complete palace may have circulated in objects like this medal, the southern pavilion was
never built. Our proposal takes the fundamental incompleteness of the palace complex as a
generative opportunity to find  “atrasta prarasta dalis,” or “the discovered missing piece.” Our
architectural motivation is simple: to link the northern and southern pavilions with two
contemporary wings that complete the “U” shape of the palace. This proposal creates a series
of novel linkages that better connect the museum to the city, its users, and itself.

41.1.1 The landscape design reimagines formal, geometric palace gardens to create a
compelling public space that serves the complex programmatic needs of the museum. The
center of the plaza is composed of a rectangle of greenery subdivided by axial paths that
connect different parts of the museum to one another. These paths allow for two, contrasting
landscape approaches: a manicured central lawn surrounded by “re-wilded” peripheral
gardens. The central lawn is a flexible, three-season urban park space that, for instance can be
used for movie screenings in the summer and markets in the fall. The “re-wilded” gardens are
planted with local vegetation, are environmentally sustainable, low maintenance, and offer
visual screening to the central lawn. A paved border replete with umbrellas, tables, and chairs
surrounds the green space in the center of the site serving as the primary pedestrian linkage
that connects the museum and plaza to Vilniaus g. Through a contemporary reimagination of
the geometries of formal gardens, we propose a highly permeable public square that links the
museum to its larger urban context with flexible, accessible, and adaptable design.

41.1.2 Our architectural intervention leverages the rich history of the site to create unique
spaces that acknowledge the history of the site, serve the needs of present users, and make
room for the future. Our proposal inserts two linkages into the existing complex which
complete the U shape of the palace as rendered by Dadler. One linkage connects buildings 4,
11, and 13Bp with gallery space, a large lobby, a 500-seat auditorium, and lounge spaces. The
other linkage completes the southwestern corner of the site with a four-storey pavilion
containing a revenue producing café/gift shop, and flexible space that may be used to stage
lectures, classes, or gallery shows. Through carefully modulated roofs and a controlled
material palate – composed of amber glass, red granite, and copper – our proposal engages
the formal and material context of the site while fulfilling to the rigorous requirements of
contemporary museum architecture.

41.1.3.1 The U-shaped organization of the building creates three outdoor areas on the site: a
public plaza facing Vilniaus g., a courtyard between buildings 4 and 11, and outdoor space
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surrounding building 12. The public plaza contains a large rectangle of greenery subdivided
by axial paths and surrounded by a paved border. The paved border is used as a driveway for
vehicles transporting art into, and from, the museum and as an outdoor pedestrian space. The
residual courtyard between buildings 4 and 11 is designated as a garden and rainwater
collector. The outdoor space surrounding building 12 is intended as an amenity for museum
staff.

41.1.3.2 The paved border encircling the greenery serves both vehicular and pedestrian
traffic. When art is transported to the museum, bollards are retracted and light, movable
outdoor furniture is relocated. When art is not being transported, bollards block traffic from
entering the border which functions as paved pedestrian space. The border serves both
vehicles and pedestrians, but does so at different times, thereby maximizing the space
available to both without resorting to more complex and expensive solutions.

41.1.3.3 Hardscaping on the site is intended to be water permeable. Water collected from the
pavers is recycled as grey water throughout the building.
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41.1.3.4 There are two landscape approaches deployed at the site. First is a central lawn
which serves as a three-season space adaptable for a multitude of uses, from outdoor movies
and concerts to yoga classes and markets (Image 3). Second, “re-wilded” gardens employ
local, low-maintenance plantings as a visual counterpoint to the manicured lawn (Image 4).

41.1.3.5 Outdoor lighting will be integrated into both the hardscaping and planting areas. The
goal is to ensure maximum safety for pedestrians and allow the central plaza to be used
during evening hours while minimizing nighttime light pollution by using “dark sky” friendly
lights.

41.1.3.6 Tables, chairs, and umbrellas are deployed throughout the plaza. Movable outdoor
furniture is demonstrated to be popular with the public, providing them with a spot to eat
lunch, have coffee, work, or play games. Umbrellas ensure that tables remain shaded in the
summer and usable during periods of light rain. Outdoor furniture can be easily relocated
allowing for maximum flexibility. During winter, outdoor programs like a Christmas market
may be accommodated with temporary hard-sided structures. The goal is to maximize
usability, accessibility, and flexibility.

41.1.3.7 The environmental impact of our landscaping approach has been considered.
Numerous studies have demonstrated the negative consequences of excessive hardscaping
such as polluted water tables and flooding. Our design deals with water in two ways: 1)
hardscaping is water permeable and 2) hardscaping on central plaza is slightly sloped so that
excess water may drain towards the four “re-wilded” gardens. We propose collecting
rainwater and recycling it in the building as grey water. The use of “re-wilded” plantings
supports the biodiversity of the city, collects excess rainwater, and requires minimal
maintenance. We will maintain as many trees as is possible on the site.

41.1.3.8 Equitable access to all site amenities is a top priority. All outdoor spaces will
seamlessly integrate with universal design parameters.

41.1.3.9 Landscaping will be completed in three phases. During phase one existing
hardscaping will be removed, the site will be regraded, and the grey water collection system
will be installed. During phase two all hardscaping will be completed. During phase three, all
landscaping will be completed. The central plaza, courtyard, and outdoor space by building
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12 can be completed in tandem or in sequence depending on building schedule and access to
landscapers.

41.1.4.1 The main architectural solution is to add two pavilions to the existing complex,
which complete the “U” shaped building rendered by Dadler. Pavilion A contains additional
gallery space, a generously sized lobby, and a 500-seat auditorium with underground lounge
space corridor, and links buildings 4, 11, and 1B3p. Pavilion B completes the southwestern
corner of the complex and contains a museum café, gift shop, and flexible space that can be
used to host events, smaller lectures, or art installations. While both linkages attach to 13Bp
they make no irreversible alterations to the exterior or interior of the building. Furthermore,
they allow 13Bp to function either independently or together with the rest of the museum
complex.

41.1.4.2 Visitors may enter the museum through three entrances, with each access point
catering to a different user base. The northern pavilion (building 1) is envisaged as the main
entrance for the museum and brings visitors to free first floor galleries and up to a second
floor enfilade of gallery spaces which span the entire length of the “U”. The annex entrance
serves the auditorium, stable, and 13Bp. It also connects to the main second floor gallery
circulation with a grand staircase. The goal is that the stable, auditorium, and museum space
in 13Bp can function independently of the traditional gallery space, allowing for different
building hours as well as separately ticketed events. Lastly, the cafe can be accessed directly
from the corner of Liejyklos g. and Vilniaus g. lending that part of the complex a more urban
situation.

To allow for easy
movement of staff
between front and back
of house spaces, our
design integrates staff
offices throughout all
three floors of building
12.

Building 4’s central
location creates a
functional exhibition
staging area. Art is
transported to the
building through the
driveway “border”
described in section
41.1.3.2 and enters

building 4 through a large aperture carved out from the archway inscribed on the façade. A
staging area offers connection to the gallery spaces above and storage below via an oversized
elevator and connection to the stable through a generous hallway. The first floor of building 3
contains a workshop, material storage, and space for cargo handling staff. It opens directly to
the art reception area. Oversized elevators have been located throughout the building to allow
for the easy movement of artworks. A large entrance to building 4, and removable panels at
the annex entrance, will allow the museum to show extra-large pieces.
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41.1.4.3 Our limited material palette is composed of copper flashings and roofs, red granite,
and amber glass. These materials relate to the warm colors of the urban context and relate
closely to notions of time and its passage. Copper patinas over time, granite takes millions of
years to form, and amber symbolically captures the essence of time.

41.1.4.4 Sustainability has been carefully considered. In addition to the grey-water recycling
system discussed in Section 41.1.3.7, our building makes use of a large solar array – located
on the roof of the stable – to generate energy, stored in basement batteries for use throughout
the building. Triple-glazed, low-emissivity glass curtain walls are intended to harness the
sun’s energy to passively warm the museum in the winter and limit heat transfer in the
summer, lowering cooling loads. The goal of using high quality materials, precision
construction, and flexible spatial programming is to create lasting structures that will not
require regular, resource-intensive, renovation in the future.

41.1.4.5 Buildings 1, 2, 3, and 12 use limited structural interventions as we plan to keep
almost all interior load bearing walls. The proposal replaces the roof and truss system in the
stable, but maintains exterior walls.  The current state of building 4 requires more extensive
structural intervention. A new steel and concrete substructure allows for large spans and the
addition of a basement. This intervention maintains the historic façade but creates entirely
new and open spaces within. Finally, new buildings will use a contemporary steel and
concrete structure that allows for large interior spans.

41.1.4.6 An extensive interior systems refit is suggested for the gallery spaces in buildings 1,
2, and 3. The plan maintains the interior load bearing walls and the general organization of
the space. However, to meet the high environmental standards required of contemporary
gallery space, a new secondary enclosure is introduced within the existing rooms. This allows
us to add a layer containing mechanical systems, electrical conduits, and additional insulation
without extensive alterations to the existing structure. The system blocks over windows but
maintains shadow boxes behind them. These shadow boxes may be lit or used for site specific
art installations. Blocking windows allows for more control of the interior atmospheres and,
critically, more walls upon which to hang art. Our concept relies on reversible addition to the
historical palace as opposed to irreversible subtraction. A similar approach was used in
Yanko Apostolov’s renovation of the National Gallery in Sofia, Bulgaria.

The extensive changes made to building 4 allow for the creation of a new envelope behind
the historical façade that adheres to the highest environmental standards. In building 4,
windows will be filled with granite panels, creating a sense of solidity in contrast to the
glassy central pavilion immediately to its south.

In the stable and additions, a series of large skylights with hanging diffusers will provide
indirect, natural light in the galleries.

The lobbies and southwestern pavilion will make use of a fully unitized, triple-glazed,
low-emissivity curtain wall engineered to the highest environmental standards.

41.1.4.7 Fire safety has been considered. Additions contain fire stairs and multiple exits.
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41.1.4.8 Equitable access to interior space is a top priority. All indoor spaces will seamlessly
integrate with universal design parameters, allowing for all users to fully participate in the
museum experience.

41.1.4.9 The plan proposes that construction be completed in six phases, either sequentially
or in tandem. Phase one is the demolition of buildings 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16. Phase two is the
refit of buildings 1, 2, 3, and 12. Here the main change will be the renovation of the lobby
and basement and the addition of the interior shell throughout gallery spaces. Phase three is
the rebuilding of the building 4, which involves the excavation of the basement, the
implementation of the interior substructure, and the full build-out of the elevator tower and
interior. Phase four is the renovation of the stable, and involves the replacement of the roof,
HVAC system, and truss structure as well as all windows. Pavilion A, which links buildings
1, 2, 3, and 12 with building 1B3p, will be built in phase five. Pavilion B will be built in
phase six. Since the proposal call for a series of discrete interventions, these projects may be
completed sequentially or in tandem, allowing for greater flexibility with regard to renovation
timeline, necessary museum closures, availability of builders and craftspeople, and budget as
the project progresses.

41.1.5

Area of Site
(square meters)

Intensity of
Develop-
ment
(square meters of
building/square
meters of land)

Density of
Develop-
ment
(number of
buildings/hectares)

Total Area of
Building
Complex
(square meters)

Volume of
the Building
Complex
(cubic meters)

Number of
Storeys

Height of
Building
Complex
(meters)

Existing
Conditions

10,041 0.73 11.95 7,291.3 32,424 3 + basement
+ attic

23.7

Proposed
New
Buildings

10,041 0.3 8.96 3,006 20,406 4 + basement 13.6

Existing &
Proposed
Buildings

10,041 0.95 8.96 9549.6 51,429.8 4 + basement 23.7

*Please note, the “Existing & Proposed Buildings” metrics take into account the demolition of buildings 10, 13, 14, 15, and
16

Conclusion While images of the completed Radvila Palace circulated in cultural objects like
S. Dadler’s 1653 medal, the southern part of the complex was never completed. Over the
following centuries, the palace was the site of regular cycles of construction and destruction.
Our proposal takes the incompleteness of the palace complex as a generative opportunity to
find  “atrasta prarasta dalis.” Our architectural proposal resurrects the “U” shaped palace as
rendered by Dadler through the introduction of two pavilions which link disparate museum
spaces with contemporary, flexible, and accessible programming. The “U” shaped building
also defines an urban plaza open to a variety of public uses. Finding these missing links
allows the museum to continue to forge meaningful and lasting connections to the city of
Vilnius and its people.

Išvada Nors Radvilų pilies atvaizdas buvo platinamas tokiuose objektuose, kaip 1653 metų
S. Dadlerio medalyje, pietinė komplekso dalis liko neužbaigta. Sekančiais šimtmečiais buvo
ir statoma, ir griaunama. Mūsų pasiūlymo tikslas—išnaudoti progą “atrasti prarastą dalį.”
Siūlome atkurti “U-formos” pilį pagal Dadlerį, įvedant du paviljonus, apjungiančius įvairias
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muziejaus dalis šiuolaikišku, lanksčiu ir prieinamu programavimu.  “U-formos” pastatai
apibrėš naują miesto erdvę, kuri bus naudojama įvairiems tikslams. Šiuo projektu mes ne tik
atrastume trūkstamas grandinės dalis, bet taip pat suteiktume muziejui naujas galimybes
užmegzti prasmingus, ištikimus ryšius su Vilniumi ir jo piliečiais, bei lankytojais.
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